
“Digital Practice_기술을 다루는 기술”

“Digital practice”residency is about media art which has various defi-

nitions and scopes. Participating artists and curators have discussed 

the history, definition, perspective, and their positions in media art, and 

created works. The purpose of the residency is to talk about the idea 

of‘new media’ and backgrounds of it, and to visualize technology 

from our heads as well as presenting it as an art work.

Another notion of curating this residency especially in Gwangju is to call 

attention of media art as a stem of visual arts since Gwangju is seeing 

media art rather as tourism, marketing, business, and experiential ac-

tivities. It is also to reaffirm a history of media art that brought tactile 

and visible time and space into a white cube which used to have infinite 

time and space.

Artists here dive deep into the subject, think seriously as media artists, 

and look for a new perspective to tangle tech and art. A fresh approach 

to “immortal or temporary digital images in public domains (Hyun-seok 

Kim),”“gendered machine objet trying to break from its gender and its 

law of movement (Youjin Jeon),”“sound art seeing music from its 

border with non-music (Haram Choi),”and “animation reestablishing 

itself beyond a specific genre and media (Junseo Hahm)” will be shown 

at the exhibition.

Artists / Hyun-seok Kim, Youjin Jeon, Haram Choi, Junseo Hahm

Dates / Opening7.23 7:00pm, 7.24, 25, 26,27  4:00-8:00pm

Venue / 5th and 6th floor of Barim (76-1 Daeuidong, Donggu)

Organized by / Barim

Curated by / Barim and Donghoon Yi

Designed by / Boyon Kim

Sponsored by / Korea Art Council, Gwangju Art Foundation, Gwangju City

https://barimart.wordpress.com
https://www.facebook.com/barimGwangju

barimgwangju@gmail.com
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Haram Choi /‘Media instrument: Howling’/ 
Sound interactive installation

Howling is a kind of noise created from the 
direct interference between a speaker and mic. 
In most musical cases, howling is supposed to 
be removed and it works only as a part of 
sound effect. This work is a device to play 
howling as a note of musical instrument, not as 
noise. 
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